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BID DAY 2017
1,497 RECEIVE BIDS AT
COLONIAL LIFE ARENA
Larissa Johnson
@LALARISSAJ

“IS EVERYBODY READY FOR BID DAY?”
Thousands of voices, raised together, respond in an unintelligible
roar, filling Colonial Life Arena and echoing into the holding area
where 150 women wait silently. Bid day is the culmination of more
than a week of sorority recruitment — whole days of visiting houses,
talking to new people and watching videos about sisterhood.
As the potential new members wait to pull their reveal shirts from
behind their backs — with dancing, chanting recruitment guides, or
Pi Chis, all around — their faces show a combination of anxiety and
excitement.
“I’m really nervous,” one girl says to her neighbor.
They’ve been waiting for hours, first at Greek Village and
then outside in a line reaching from behind Colonial Life to the
intersection of Dawn Staley Way and Greene Street. With 1,497
women receiving bids Sunday after the largest number registered for
recruitment ever, Sarah Jane Lowe was just happy to get through the
week.
“It really shows the growth that our campus is showing and the
interest in the Greek community,” said Lowe, the vice president of
recruitment for USC’s Panhellenic Council.
SEEBIDSPAGE4
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Alum looks to bring startup to U.S. Faculty breaks
2016 grant
money record

Mike Woodel

@GETHISDOGONETOO

T he f ut u re of food
supply will soon be on its
way to the Northeastern
states, cou r tesy of
t he ingenuit y of USC
alumnus Jordan Markus.
Or ig i na l ly a spor t s
m a n a g e m e n t m a j o r,
Mark us graduated
f r o m US C i n 2015
with a degree in
supply chain and
operations management
af terbeing inspired

by a management
s c ie nc e c ou r s e a s a n
underclassman.Over the
summer, he took part in
Birthright Israel, a tenweek program for Jewish
col lege st udent s who
plan to pursue graduate
degrees in business or
technolog y. As part of
t he prog ram, Mark us
spent ten weeks in Tel
Aviv working alongside
Israeli businesspeople.
He also fou nded a
u n iq u e f o o d s t a r t u p

which he hopes to soon
ex pa nd to t he Un ited
States.
Mark us came across
Birthright Israel while
seeking a “career reboot”
after two years working
for Lockheed Martin.
“It was a great
experience,” Markus said
of his time at the D.C.area defense contractor.
“I learned a lot, but I was
ready to dive into t he
entrepreneurial world,
and this was a perfect

blend of t he socia l,
Jewish aspect plus the
ent repreneu r ia l a nd
business aspect.”
SEESTARTUPPAGE4

Mary Ramsey
@MCOLLEEN1996

Gonzalez, Service Saturdays serve
two purposes.
“For me, you need a certain
amount of hours for grad school
... but also too it gives back,” he
said. Students who participate in
Service Saturdays can use those
hours to fulfi ll community service
requirements for academic and
ext racurricular act iv it ies. Oncampus organizat ions can also

USC has broken its record for sponsored
resea rch awa rd money, w it h fac u lt y
bringing in $253.6 million in grant money
for the 2017 fiscal year.
The previous record was $250.1 million,
set in 2016. This is the third year in a row
that funding has increased.
Aw a rd s i nc lude e v e r y t h i n g f r o m
$8.3 million from the Office of Naval
Research for improving energy systems on
naval ships to $3.1 million for exploring
techniques to treat HIV/AIDS in South
Carolina.
Vice President for Research Prakash
Nagarkatti lauded the positive impacts of
of the money on the university and the
state. Every dollar spent on research creates
$3 worth of economic impact, according to
Nagarkatti. This adds up to “about three
quarters of a billion dollars” in economic
impact each year.
The g row ing pool of g rant money
also provides opportunities for “several
hundred students and faculty to participate
in sponsored research.”

SEESERVICEPAGE4
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Courtesy of Jordan Markus

Students give back with first
Service Saturday of semester
Mary Ramsey
@MCOLLEEN1996

More than 100 students spent
their Sat urday morning giving
back to the community as part of
the inaugural Service Saturday of
the new semester.
From daycare facilities to thrift
stores to arboret u ms, t he 14 0
volunteers were bused around the
city in groups of six to 12 people
as part of the monthly event put
on by the Leadership and Service

Center.
For students like fourth-year
pre -ph a r m ac y s t udent Ju l ia n
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“This disaster’s
going to be a
landmark event.
This is a storm
that the United
States has not
seen yet.”
Courtesy of Tribune News Service

- FEMA Administrator Brock Long
on the impact of Hurricane Harvey
on CNN’s “State of the Union”
Sunday

Trailblazing USC alumna to
receive Pinckney award
USC’s first female law school faculty member will be
honored with the Rev. Sen. Clementa C. Pinckney Award
for Justice at 97 years old. Sarah Leverette, who was also
the third female to ever graduate from the USC School of
Law, was an influential leader in the South Carolina law
community for decades. She is credited with leading the
League of Women Voter’s push to get women on South
Carolina juries in the 1960s and chaired the S.C. Industrial
Commission. Leverette will receive the award on Sept. 26.
- Compiled by Mary Ramsey, News Editor

Church of Christ

Campus Ministry
On-Campus Worship each Sunday
night at 7:00 in Russell House 303.
You’re invited!
ƉĂůŵĞƩŽĐŽĐ͘ĐŽŵͬĐƐĐĐ

TDG
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WELCOME
BACK,
GAMECOCKS!
612 Devine St., Columbia, SC 29201

PALMETTOCOMPRESS.COM
leasing@palmettocompress.com

Bi-level pool house featuring ping pong,
billiards, life-sized chess, and sun deck

State-of-the-art ﬁtness center with cardio
and strength-training equipment

Open air courtyard with private porches,
balconies, and slide

On-site parking

1-, 2-, & 3-BR Apts — Reserve for Fall 2018!

WINNER OF BEST
OFF-CAMPUS
HOUSING THE LAST
6 YEARS!
Two-story, State-of-the-art ﬁtness center
with Peloton Cycle® Studio and strengthtraining equipment

OLYMPIA MILL

GRANBY MILL

612 WHALEY

600 Heyward St

510 Heyward St

612 Whaley St

MILLSLIVING.COM
leasing@millsliving.com

Resident entertainment lounge with PS4,
Xbox & big screen TVs
Sun and fun at The Mills pool deck

Resident billiards lounge with pool, ping
pong, shuffleboard & poker tables

1-, 2-, 3- & 4-BR Apts — Reserve for Fall 2018!

SCHEDULE YOUR TOUR TODAY!

803.667.3705
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BIDSPAGE1
Lowe’s planning started in November. On top
of the potential new members, hundreds of sisters
from each of the 13 Panhellenic sororities had to be
organized and directed. She also coordinated bids
with preferences from chapters and PNMs, which
were submitted the night before.
“[It’s] a lot of planning, a lot of late nights,” Alpha
Delta Pi Recruitment Chair Zoe Gertz said. “But it’s
all worth it.”
The PNMs certainly seem to think so — their
faces light up as they unroll shirts decorated to match
SERVICEPAGE1
register and participate as groups.
Bra nd new members of t he
campus community like first-year
economics student John Ring don’t
necessarily have community service
requirements to meet, but they still
fi nd value in Service Saturday.
“Giving back to the community
is what I think is really important,”
he said.
Gonzalez and R ing were
assig ned to Br ight Hor izons, a
daycare center, where they helped
do maintenance on the facilit y’s
“nature classroom.” Along with the
gardeners who created the project,
their group pulled weeds and laid

the sorority’s theme. Suddenly their nervous silence
turns into a frenzy, as women rush to pull on their
new shirts and then sprint through a column of Pi
Chi’s into the arena, where they face an assault of the
senses.
Their eyes take in the rows and rows of people,
decked out in rainbow costumes and dancing in
unison. The sound of thousands of voices, each
sorority screaming its own cheers, makes actual
words difficult to pick out, but the pure excitement
comes through loud and clear. When they reach their
new sisters, they get surrounded by welcoming arms.

mulch to help make the area a safe,
f un space for young children to
learn about science.
“It’s not really what something
can do for us,” Gonzalez said, “it’s
what we can do for other people.”
T he f i rst Ser v ice Sat u rday
of t he year in part icular allows
students to sample different service
opportunities in Columbia in the
hopes they’ll fi nd something they’re
passionate about. For leadership
coach Lacie R hodan, who helps
coordinate Service Saturdays, this
embodies the real purpose of the
event.
“ I t ’s a r e a l l y g o o d w a y f o r
st udents, and new st udents who
come to campus, to get an
introduction both to USC and to

“Ideal bid day is happening,” said Bridgid Bowman,
a third-year Delta Delta Delta. “We all came out, we
look amazing and we’re gonna have a great day.”
The process is repeated again and again, with 10
fl ights of women receiving bids. The entire ordeal
takes several hours, but the long wait doesn’t seem
to have dampened anyone’s spirits as they flow out of
Colonial Life toward Greek Village to celebrate and
take pictures together for the first time.
The empty arena they leave behind feels dead and
silent, but there’s still a trace — some glitter floating
in the air.

the Columbia community,” she said.
T he L eader sh ip a nd Ser v ice
Center prov ides t he ser v ice
opportunities, transportation and
lunch in the hopes of mak ing it
as easy as possible for students to
volunteer. Site leaders like fourthyear internat ional business and
marketing student Jessica Pelfrey
provide extra guidance at the actual
service event.
“It’s a way to allow students to
serve ... it’s a fast easy way to serve,”
she said.
Over 1,000 students participated
in Ser vice Sat urdays during the
p r e v i o u s a c a d e m i c y e a r, p a r t
of 527,652 hou r s of ser v ice by
university volunteers that year.

GRANTSPAGE1
“The fac u lt y members t a ke t h is
knowledge to their classrooms, which
can benefit students who get firsthand
experience in innovation,” he said. “The
faculty, by training undergraduate and
graduate students in research, prepare
the future workforce with the real world
innovation skills that drive the economy
of the state and the country.”
Nagarkatti is eager to continue to grow
the university’s brand as a “comprehensive
research university.”
“ O u r of f ic e i s e n c o u r a g e s o u r
excellent faculty to focus on the ‘III’
mission: Innovation, Integration and
Interdisciplinary discovery,” he said.

STARTUPPAGE1
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In his time with Birthright Israel,
Markus was able to meet with Yuri
Levine, co-founder of navigation app
Waze, and Adi Soffer, CEO of Facebook
Israel. Markus’ personal mentor was Litan
Yahav, co-founder and CEO of Segoma
Imaging Technologies.The program’s
first few weeks consisted of team-building
exercises like the Five Dollar Challenge
and speaking engagements with tech
industry figures such as Levine and Soffer.
The Five Dollar Challenge?
“They gave us five dollars and we had
to run up and down the street and try to
make as much money as possible,” Markus
said.
In the latter portion of the program, the
pool of participants were split into teams.
Markus’ team consisted of two Americans
and two Israelis. Each team attempted
to form an original idea for a company
and put it through the “ideation process,”
which Markus said was a key lesson in the
program’s first two weeks.
“It’s something that not only my team
struggled with, but every team kind of
went through probably four or five ideas,”
Markus said. “It’s pretty incredible to
see the rollercoaster of the process go
through.”
The ideation process was particularly
grueling for Markus and his group.
During a late-night brainstorming
session, they conceived Hava, which fights
food waste by delivering fresh produce
directlyto workplaces and office parks in
Tel Aviv.
“You have all these other companies
that are doing door-to-door,” Markus
said. “We plan on being different by doing
one-stop delivery locations where we can
get to many customers at once.”
A side f rom arrang ing deliveries,
Markus intends Hava to connect farmers
with communities they deliver to and
provide analytic software to better predict
crop yields.
Mark us plans to stay in Tel Av iv
through September before returning to
the United States. With co-founder and
tech developer Shira Gold, 27,he hopes to
bring Hava across the Atlantic, specifically
to New York and Washington D.C., by
the end of 2017.
“We feel like our background is what
is going to get us through this business,”
Markus said of his and Gold’s respective
backgrounds in supply chain management
and technology.
Ref lecting on his time in Tel Aviv,
Markus said that more than anything,
Bi r t h r ig ht I s r ael t au g ht h i m t he
importance of community, overcoming
cultural differences and hard work in
starting a business.
“There’s gonna be a ton of ambiguity
and a ton of unknown, and that’s okay,”
Markus said. “It’s gonna be difficult, but
you’re gonna learn a lot from it. “
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Reel Talk: Best in summer entertainment delights viewers

Courtesy of TriStar Pictures, Inc

Rachel Pittman
@RACHELCPITTMAN

The summer of 2017 has been a
season of political and social unrest,
but on screen, the last few months
could not have been more different.
Film and television content this
year has largely featured uplifting
world v iews, heart warm ing
storylines, and seems to share a sense
of fun — or at least of optimism —
that is simply irresistible. Here are
four favorites from this year’s warmer
months.
“A Ghost Story”
Watch i ng Dav id Lower y ’s “A
Ghost Story” is an experience similar
to intruding on a moment in which
t he most tender of emot ions are
being exchanged. Starring Casey
Affleck and Rooney Mara as tragedystruck lovers, the film discusses love
and loss in a way that feels raw and
uninhibited, while also managing
to retain the mystery of the world
of the supernatural through various
product ion element s such as a n
ethereal color palette and yearning
score by David Hart.
“A Ghost Story” requires patience
on the part of the viewer as it moves
through its heartbreak ing course
of events wit h what can only be
compared to the thorough — and at
times painstakingly slow — grace of
a full-length classical ballet, but the
slow pacing of the film brings with it
an almost meditative quality.
W hat makes “A Ghost Story” a
must-see for 2017, however, is not

its haunting portrayals of human
emotion or beautiful storytelling.
Rather it is the film’s overwhelmingly
romantic view of the world — its
bel ief i n t he idea t hat love ca n
transcend even the grave.
“GLOW”
I nspired by a T V w rest ling
promotion of the same name that
originally aired in 1986, Netf lix’s
“GLOW,” an acronym for “Gorgeous
Ladies of Wrestling,” is one of the
most f un television spectacles to
premier in years. At the center of the
show is the love/hate relationship
bet ween f renemies Rut h Wilder
(Alison Brie) and Debbie Eagan (Betty
Gilpin), but the fringe storylines are
well-developed and interesting as
well, and the refreshingly diverse cast
brings a variety of comedic talent to
the table.
“GLOW” is hilarious and full of
80s k itsch without sacrificing on
qualit y or substance, and makes
statements about gender roles and
feminism without crossing over into
preaching at the audience. Nearly
every member of cast — both main
and supporting — gives an Emmyworthy performance.
O ver a l l, “GLOW ” f lawle s sly
achieves an even mix of drama and
comedy, and makes the niche world
of 80s women’s professional wrestling
relevant for 2017.
“Baby Driver”
Aside from razor-sharp editing,
solid performances from the entire
cast and a delightful soundtrack, the
greatest strength of “Baby Driver” is

its vitality. Something about director
Edgar Wright’s newest action comedy
is so passionately fun that viewers
can’t help but be swept away into
the world of the film’s hero, getaway
driver Baby (Ansel Elgort), from the
film’s opening scene to its ending.
“Baby Driver” is charged wit h
a zest for life that remains intact
throughout the bloody trials and
t ribulat ions t hat await Baby, his
girlfriend Debora (Lily James), his
boss Doc (Kevin Spacey) and the
assortment of criminals that populate
the Atlanta of this film.
“Baby Dr iver” does not shy
away from real problems. Baby has
a diff icult family situation and a
hearing impairment, not to mention
all of the complications that come
with his illicit career choice, but the
fi lm remains uplifting and spirited.
Its meticulously crafted soundtrack
inf luences the physical movement
of the characters, the editing and
the pacing of the fi lm but manages
to do so in a way that steers clear of
Old Hollywood musical nostalgia.
The under two-hour runtime and
high number of car chases keep the
film on its feet, while young love and
parenting storylines stop the film
from crossing over into a “Fast and
Furious”- esque tawdriness.
O verall, “Baby Driver” is
youthf ully optimistic and
entertaining, while also possessing
a realism and authenticity seldom
seen in action films. Its groundedyet-hopeful outlook is hard not to
love, and makes it the perfect fi lmic

medicine for a weary 2017 world.
“Okja”
Perhaps the purest fi lm to emerge
this year thus far is “Okja,” the tale
of a genetically modified super-pig of
the same name and her loving owner,
the orphan Mija, played brilliantly by
the young Seo Hyun-Ah.
A Netflix original directed by Bong
Joon Ho, “Okja” is one part animal
rights activism, one part adventurous
fairytale and one part love story that
focuses on the bond between Mija
and Okja. As Mija travels from South
Korea to New York on a mission
to save Ok ja f rom t he M ira ndo
Corporation — the company that
created Okja and other super-pigs
in hopes of introducing a new, more
efficient method of meat production
— the gentle CGI giant that is Okja
becomes a symbol of innocence that
will touch even the coldest of hearts.
This tender portrayal of a girl and her
lovable, albeit unusual, pet joins with
the film’s stirring look at the work of
the Animal Liberation Front (A.L.F.)
to open a dialogue on humanity and
animal cruelty that is sweet rather
than sanctimonious.
Relevant to 2017 particularly in
its lifelike portrayal of protests and
activism groups, the film is powerful
in both the love and righteous anger
it displays. “Okja” proves that film
can be well-made, entertaining and
pertinent at the same time, while
encouraging viewers to look at the
world with love — and possibly give
vegetarianism a try.

Preview: The Nick’s film series addresses media literacy
Mattie Hibbs
@TDG_ARTS

Courtesy of Magnolia Pictures

The Nickelodeon Theatre has
stories to tell this fall. Some are from
the past, some are more recent. All
are documentary-style and address
multi-faceted issues that are not
always easy to digest.
On Sept. 5, the Nick will release
the fi rst show in its For the Record
film series, which aims help the public
develop a sense of appreciation for
documentaries while also opening
up conversations regarding public
consumption of information. The
series consists of one documentary
per month and will run indefinitely.
Marketing Coordinator Pauline
Arroyo explained that the Nick wants
to address media literacy with this
series.
“You’re getting hit from every
angle it seems — like of news, or
content … So it’s just kind of giving
people the tools to understand that
and navigate that,” she said.
Media literacy is an important topic
at the Nick. It is even incorporated

into their educational programs
so that they can teach kids how to
process information and news.
One major component of this series
will be the conversations held with a
discussion panel after each screening,
giving the viewers a chance to talk
about the issues addressed in the
documentaries.
The f irst f ilm —“W hose
Streets?”— will communicate the
events in Ferguson that took place in
2014. The discussion panel includes
members from Columbia’s Black
Lives Matter chapter, Simple Justice.
“We’ve shown other films in the
past that have touched on those same
topics, and we’ve always gotten a really
big community response,” Arroyo
said. “People are glad that their stories
are being told somewhere.”
The responses to these types of
screenings are generally positive,
though there are times when feedback
is negative. But it is natural to have
conflicting opinions arise out of films
that surround controversial events.
“We’re a public place of education
and art, so we try to show a wide

range of things … as long as you
participate in the discussion, we’re
totally happy to have you,” Arroyo
said.
Selecting which films to run and
choosing the order in which they
are screened is a process filled with
intent ion. The For t he Record
series strives to address issues in a
time-sensitive manner, taking into
account what is relevant in the world
and linking that to the films. The
curatorial board can also cater to the
audience in terms of figuring out what
films people are more likely to engage
with at different times of the year.
So far, t he t heater has t h ree
documentaries lined up: “W hose
St reets?,” “Grey Gardens,” and
“Dolores.”
“Whose Streets?” and “Dolores”
address pressing social justice issues.
“Grey Gardens” is an older film
described on the Nick’s website as
“the ultimate documentar y cult
classic.”
Tickets for the shows are sold at
the box office and online, and student
members get a three dollar discount.
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Column: The old
Taylor Swift is dead ...
but it’s okay

Courtesy of Tribune News Service

Shayla Nidever
@SHAYLA_NIDEVER

A f ter an almost
t h ree-year h iat us,
Ta y l o r S w i f t h a s
released a new single,
“Look What You Made
Me Do.” About a week
a g o , Sw i f t r e le a s e d
a ser ies of cr y pt ic
me s s a g e s i nc lu d i n g
a ten-second clip of a
snake. Then there was
a n a lbu m cover a nd
announcement for her
single. After this news,
m a n y w e r e w a it i n g
patiently for the single
to drop.
T h i s Ta y l o r i s
definitely not one that
fans were expect ing.
The single itself is far
from Swift’s old work,

embracing a pop vibe
almost reminiscent of
early Britney Spears.
Sw i f t e m b r a c e s a
darker, scary tone with
“Look What You Made
Me Do,” and fans of her
sugar-sweet, countryturned-pop sound will
look in vain to find it in
this first glimpse into
her sixth album. The
si ngle appears to be
about her committing
mu rder, but o n l y
because someone made
her do it. During the
b r i d g e , Sw i f t s a y s ,
“The old Taylor can’t
come to t he phone
right now. Why? Oh,
‘cause she’s dead!” That
one line encapsulates
her attempt to rebrand

herself with this new
album, and is probably
one of the reasons she
dropped this song first.
Relating it back to
the song, it makes sense
that the old Taylor Swift
had to “die” because the
media made her. In the
single, she is writing to
the media and touching
on t he f ac t t h at a l l
the publicit y she has
gotten has done more
harm than good. In her
album art, Swift even
seems to be branded
by newspaper articles.
Her new album, set to
release on Nov. 10 of
this year, and its title
“Reputation,” is written
in a font very similar to
that of The New York
Times.
The name, the
mixture of hints and the
rebranding on Swift in
general speaks to how
angry she seems to be
at the media. She even
deleted her social media
accounts and started
anew a little while ago.
After a few listens,
t he single started to
grow on me, but I still
don’t love it. I prefer
2008 Swift, and even
t hough t he si ngle is
already doing well, I
don’t know if I’m a fan
of t he rebra nd i ng. I
will, however, say that I
respect her for doing it.
It had to be a hard thing
to do, and I think that
Swift thought about it
a long time. Of course I
will always be a Swiftie
at heart, I just may not
jam to this particular
album.

Courtesy of Tribune News Service

Review: Netflix’s “Death
Note” is a dull, boring slog
“Death None”
Release Date: Aug. 25
Director: Adam Wingard
Run Time: 1 hr 41 minutes

D-

Darby Hallman
@DARBYHALLMAN1

When Netflix announced it would
release it s ow n live-act ion mov ie
adaptation of the wildly popular manga
and anime series “Death Note,” it
seemed there might be hope for the
streak of mediocre anime adaptations
to come to an end. However, now that
the film is here, mediocre is exactly
how Netflix’s offering can be described.
Between nonsensical writing, cringy
dialogue, immersion-breaking acting
and more, “Death Note” has turned out
to be quite the mess.
“Death Note” follows Light Turner,
a (supposedly) gifted yet troubled
high schooler who one day happens
upon a notebook that claims to grant
the power to kill someone simply by
writing their name inside it. After an
interaction with Ryuk, a god of death
who is the notebook’s rightful owner,
and the discovery that the notebook’s
powers are real, Light begins to use
this new power to enforce his strict
moral code. As he continues to use the
notebook, Light begins to attract the
attention of the police and eventually L,
a mysterious but extremely competent
investigator.
To make sure the record is clear,
Net f l i x’s “Deat h Note” isn’t bad
because it diverges heavily from the
source material. “Death Note” is simply
a bad film. While the weak acting from
the two leads, Nat Wolff and Lakeith
Stanfield, was by far the worst part of
the film, the nonsensical plot, corny
dialogue and rushed pace certainly
didn’t do anything to help.
Where the anime featured one of the
smartest cat-and-mouse plots I’ve ever
seen, Light and L’s plots and schemes in
the movie felt sloppy and nonsensical.
Partially due to its rushed nature and
partially due to mediocre writing, it
never feels like Light and L are the
master manipulators that they are
supposed to be.

These pacing issues aren’t surprising,
c on s ider i n g t h at d i re c t or A d a m
Wingard was attempting to adapt a
37-episode anime into an hour and a
half film. However, honestly, I don’t
thinking making this a TV series would
have helped too much because the
characters just aren’t interesting.
Light is si mply i nsuf ferable i n
this film. From his “you just don’t
understand me, Dad!” tantrums to
his cartoonish smiles and everything
in between, it was next to impossible
to feel sympathy, intrigue or really
anything other than annoyance towards
Wolff’s portrayal of Light. Stanfield’s L
isn’t much better. Director Wingard’s
at tempt s to show t he d ichotomy
bet ween L’s qu irk y a nd ch ildl ike
personality and his impressive detective
skills fell completely flat and skirted
dangerously close to the line of parody.
In a story where I was supposed to be
viewing these two characters as the two
masterminds on opposite sides of the
largest case of mass murder the world
has ever seen, I shouldn’t have been
rolling my eyes half as many times as
I did.
Side characters didn’t do much to
help out either. Even with big names
like Willem Dafoe as Ryuk and Shea
Whigham as Light’s father, “Death
Note” never stopped feeling like a
small, B-movie. Dafoe’s voice acting
for Ryuk and the CGI that brought
the freakish monster to life were both
adequately spooky, but that’s about the
most you can say. The writing and plot
points that both Dafoe and Whigham
were involved in were lazy, convenient
and ultimately uninteresting. Even Mia,
Light’s partner in crime, who is by far
the most interesting character in the
film (and the only one that might have
surpassed their anime counterpart)
suffered from questionable motives,
unearned character progression and
corny dialogue.
It’s not completely clear if Netfl ix’s
“Death Note” was aiming to please fans
of the original manga and anime, draw
in new viewers or both, but whatever
the case, it missed the mark. While this
could have been a great opportunity
to piggyback off both the Netfl ix and
“Death Note” names, the writing,
pacing and acting problems will likely
make this film go down as yet another
disappointing anime adaptation. Out of
your two “Death Note” viewing options
available on Netflix, the 2007 anime is
still clearly your best bet.
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Charleston earns scholarship
Defensive back surprised with scholarship
from Muschamp after Tuesday’s practice
Carson Mason
@CARSONANNMASON

Valencia Abraham / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

W hen defensive back
Javo n C h a rle s t o n f i r s t
arrived in Columbia
two years ago, he told his
roommates he had one main
goal: earning a football
scholarship.
T h at goa l c a me t r ue
af ter t he G amecock s’
student-open practice at
Williams-Brice Stadium on
Tuesday when the redshirt
sophomore was awarded a
football scholarship from
head coach Will Muschamp.
“It was a relief, honestly,
because it was one of my
biggest goals coming

here two years ago when
I stepped on c a mpu s,”
Charleston said. “It was
kind of a relief to get that out
the way and now I can just
focus on football.”
The official Gamecock
Football Twitter account
released a v ideo of t he
announcement, which has
received more than 1,000
retweets and counting.
“I watched it a couple
t imes,” Charleston said.
“My Twitter went crazy
after that, and until recently.
Now, it’s kind of slowing
down. I watched it a couple
times. People were sending
it to me and telling me how
proud of me.”

C h a rle s t o n’s p a r e nt s
were both present for the
announcement, coming onto
the field after practice to hug
and congratulate him.
“I didn’t have any idea,
but I did see my dad walk
on the field towards the
end,” Charleston said. “I was
trying to figure out why he
was coming on the field. I
was trying to signal over to
him like ‘No! Back in the
stands.’ But it was really
cool.”
C h a r l e s t o n’s f r i e n d s
a nd f a m i ly weren’t t he
only ones who were proud
of the work he put in to
ear n a scholarsh ip. H is
teammates also shared their

congratulations.
“I was on the field, and
I’m thankful that he was
able to get a scholarship,”
of fensive l i nema n Zack
Bailey said. “He’s worked his
butt off and he’s earned it,
so I commend him for all of
his hard work and effort. As
a scholarship person, seeing
guys that are walking on and
putting in the time as well as
the classroom. A lot of those
guys have to keep their GPA
to a certain minimum just
to keep their like pell grants
and scholarships and things
of that sort, so I applaud
him.”
SCHOLARSHIPPAGE9

Mayr great fit for Gamecocks

Sara Yang / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

Sophomore Luca Mayr scored a goal and recorded an assist in the Gamecocks’ 2-1 win on Friday.

Carson Mason
@CARSONANNMASON

When Austria native Luca
Mayr decided to move more
than 5,000 miles overseas to
play college soccer, he wanted
to make sure the program he
chose was the perfect fit.
For t he sophomore
midfielder and forward, coach
Mark Berson’s program at the
University of South Carolina
was just that.
“It was especially coach
Berson a nd t he t wo old

assistant coaches who talked
to me,” May r said. “I just
thought the place fits well.
It’s a good university. It’s a
good program. Obv iously,
the facility is probably one of
the best in the country. It’s
just all of t he components
that came together.”
Mayr helped the
Gamecocks earn a 2-1 win in
their regular season opener
a g a i n s t US C Up s t at e o n
Friday at Stone Stadium. He
led the team with fi ve shots,

and contributed not only an
assist but also shot the goahead goal on a penalty kick.
Freshman for ward
Benjamin Gilligan drew a
foul off USC Upstate’s Cam
Ph i lpot i nside t he box i n
the 65th minute. Mayr was
tabbed to take the kick and
had no doubts in the result
when he stepped up to take
it, “It’s about to be a goal,”
Mayr said.
MAYRPAGE9

Shi Smith
to start
Adam Orfinger
@AORFINGER

After his National Signing
Day ceremony in February,
wide receiver Shi Smith said
he expected to find playing
time in the slot, in addition
to the kick return game.
According to The State,
Smith will get the start in
his first college game when
USC takes on N.C. State on
Saturday. The speedy Smith
w il l get most of h is work
from the slot, while returners
Deebo Sa muel a nd Br ya n
Edwards will get starts on
the outside.
Sm it h’s speed has stood
out on the practice field, just
like it did during his days at
Union County High School.
At SEC Media Days in July,
Samuel said Smith was the
fastest player on the roster,
and the freshman’s speed has
impressed head coach Will
Muschamp and quarterback
Jake Bentley as well.
“ H e ’s a n e l e c t r i c g u y
who can make some plays
with the ball in his hand,”
Muschamp told The State.
SMITHPAGE9
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Gamecock soccer
underway
Carson Mason
@CARSONANNMASON

The South Carolina men’s
and women’s soccer regular
seasons are officially underway.
Coach Mark Berson and the
men’s team started the season
w it h a 2-1 w i n over USC
Upstate on Friday, while Coach
Shelley Smith and the women’s
team are 3-1, thanks to a win
over High Point on Sunday.
Here are five takeaways from
the start of the soccer season:
1. Records snapped
The women’s soccer team
opened the season with two
straight wins over Central

Florida and Florida Gulf Coast,
but suffered a 3-2 loss to Wake
Forest on Thursday. The loss
was the team’s first regular
season loss since Oct. 22, 2015,
and snapped the Gamecocks’
program-record six-match road
winning streak that dated back
to last season.
2. Savannah McCaskill’s
dominance
For ward Sava n na h
McCaskill started as a center
at t ack i ng m idf ielder i n
Thursday’s game against Wake
Forest. While the team lost
that game, the performance
SOCCERPAGE8
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‘Cocks weigh in
on MayweatherMcGregor
Carson Mason
@CARSONANNMASON

On the last Saturday of the year without Gamecock
football, students and student-athletes gathered around
Columbia to watch another physical sport: boxing.
Undefeated boxer Floyd Mayweather and UFC fighter
Conor McGregor squared off in the ring at T-Mobile Arena
on the Las Vegas Strip in a showdown many students were
anxiously awaiting for months.
To pay for the $99.95 pay-per-view fee on Showtime,
students teamed up to split the bill or visited one of the few
eateries in Columbia showing the fight. Restaurants like
the Hickory Tavern - Woodhill location and Buffalo Wild
Wings in Lexington required a cover fee from $20-40 per
person to watch.
According to Yahoo Finance, Joe Hand Promotions,
the third-party event promoter that handles UFC events,
told businesses showing the fight would cost them $30 per
head. That means a restaurant with a 70-person capacity
would have paid $2,100. Yahoo Finance said the maximum a
business would have had to pay is $9,000, the total cost for a
300-person capacity.
The Gamecock football team gathered at Williams-Brice
Stadium to watch the fight. According to running back A.J.
Turner, the locker room was split with some players rooting
for McGregor and some rooting for Mayweather.
“Everybody talks about it,” Turner said Friday. “Whenever
it’s brought up in the locker room, there’s always this big
argument. Some people are for Mayweather. Some people
are for McGregor ... I think it’s going to be a good team
bonding thing.”
Linebacker Br yson A llen-Williams was on Team
Mayweather, wanting to see the three-time U.S. Golden
Gloves champion remain undefeated.
“Of course I got Floyd Mayweather,” Allen-Williams said.
“50-0. I kind of feel like it’s a pro against an amateur. This is
McGregor’s first professional fight. I feel like Floyd is a little
more seasoned in the ring, so he kind of has an advantage.”
Conversely, offensive lineman Zack Bailey was cheering
for McGregor, but mostly wanted to see an entertaining
matchup.
“I want Conor to win,” Bailey said. “I think Mayweather
just dances around the ring too much. I like someone who’s
going to get in there and throw, throw down ... I don’t want
to see the Pacquiao fight again. It was just do-do-do. It’s not
a good show. It’s just boring. I want to see some contact go
down. I hope Conor knocks him out.”
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Kicker, punter jobs still
up for grabs

Valencia Abraham / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

Joseph Charlton (above) and Michael Almond are still battling for the starting punter job, special teams coordinator Coleman Hutzler said Saturday.

Carson Mason
@CARSONANNMASON

W hile South Carolina’s season
opener is less than one week away,
competition is still ongoing for the
starting kicker and punter positions,
special teams coordinator Coleman
Hutzler said Saturday.
Redshirt freshman walk-on Parker
White has emerged as a contender
a nd is bat t l i ng w it h A lex a nder
Woznick for the starting kicking
job.
“I think it’s great. I think it brings
out the best in both of them. They’ve
done a good job,” Hutzler said. “It’s
been good. I think competition any
time is a good thing.”
W h it e we nt t o Wa ndo H ig h
School in Mount Pleasant, where
he was a two-time Special Teams
Player of the Year. He walked onto
t he squ ad i n Ja nu a r y a f ter not
participating in football during his
freshman year.
“It’s neat, man,” Hutzler said.
“You hear great stories about walkons all the time across the country.
To have a guy come in, you know, a
South Carolina kid, a Carolina-made
kid that comes in and steps into a
role and takes advantage of it and
competes and does a lot of things for
you is exciting at any position. He’s
done a good job.”
During spring and fall camp, head
coach Will Muschamp recreated
h igh-pressu re sit uat ions for t he
k ickers in ef fort to simulate t he

Logan Zahner / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

Alexander Woznick (42) kicked three field goals of more than 45 yards at the annual Garnet & Black Spring game.
loud atmosphere of 80,000 fans at
Williams-Brice Stadium.
“I could go back to one time that
he did during the spring,” Woznick
said. “He basically said ‘Hey, if you
miss this, the whole team has to
[run].’ I wasn’t having a good day in
the beginning and ended up missing
it. Hopefully, I’ll get more chances
like that. He’ll put more pressure
situations on as the fall goes on.”
As for the punter position, Michael
Almond is still in a tight race with
Joseph Charlton for t he start ing
spot. Hutzler said both had good fall

camps and went “shot for shot.”
A lmond, a redshirt sophomore
who walked onto the team in 2015,
made his first career punt in the
Birmingham Bowl against South
Florida on Dec. 29. He said he was
initially very nervous to make the
start, but his performance proved
otherwise. In two punts, he averaged
44 yards, with his longest traveling
48 ya rds. Sout h Flor ida, wh ich
averaged over 9 return yards per
punt in 2016, was held to two total
yards against USC.
“I found out that Monday as soon

as I got to the hotel,” Almond said
of his Birmingham Bowl experience.
“My init ial react ion was I really
nervous, but over the next few days
it kind of wore off and you know, of
course I got a little nervous when it
was third down and that kind of stuff
but I kind of got over it throughout
the week.”
Hutzler said the Gamecocks will
narrow down the starting positions
at the beginning of the week as the
season opener against NC State
nears.

SOCCERPAGE7
marked her first multi-goal game of the season. She recorded five multigoal matches last year before earning NSCAA All-America honors and
being named the SEC Offensive Player of the Year. McCaskill is just three
points shy of 100 on her career. Her 97 points rank third all-time in South
Carolina women’s soccer program history, according to GamecocksOnline.
3. Luca Mayr’s contributions
Sophomore midfielder and forward Luca Mayr will look to capitalize on
an impressive freshman campaign last season, in which he started all 20
matches and was named to the Conference USA All-Freshman Team. In
Friday’s 2-1 win over USC Upstate, Mayr scored the go-ahead goal on a
penalty kick to the left and tallied an assist. He led the team with five shots
and two shots on goal that game.
4. Keeping up with the keepers
Senior goalkeeper William Pyle allowed a shot to slip past him in the
second minute of the season opener against USC Upstate. Following the
goal, Pyle buckled down and totaled three saves in the second period to
preserve USC’s lead. Meanwhile, Mikayla Krzeczowski has amassed two
shutout wins this season. As a freshman, Krzeczowski led the SEC and
ranked ninth nationally with 11 shutouts, according to GamecocksOnline.
She allowed three goals to the Demon Deacons, who put four of their six
shot attempts on goal in Thursday’s win over the Gamecocks.
5. Freshman impact
Freshmen have already made an impact on the men’s and women’s teams
this season. Petter Soelberg, a freshman from Stockholm, Sweden, scored
the first goal in Friday’s game on USC Upstate’s keeper Santiago Restrepo.
It was the first goal of his Gamecock career. Meanwhile, freshman
Benjamin Gilligan drew a key foul off USC Upstate’s Cam Philpot that
led to Mayr’s go-ahead penalty kick goal for the win on Friday. As for
the women’s team, freshman midfielder Lauren Chang scored a goal in
the regular season opener against UCF, and freshmen Sarah Eskew and
Luciano Zullo scored against High Point on Sunday.
Sara Yang / THE DAILY GAMECOCK
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Last season, Charleston primarily
played on special teams, recording 10
tackles over 13 games. He was moved
from wide receiver to defensive back
during last year’s fall camp. His best
performance came against Missouri, in
which Charleston made two special teams
tackles for the second straight week and
was named Special Teams Player of the
Game, according to GamecocksOnline.
The 6-foot, 189-pound Charleston
earned a letter for his work on special
teams last season, and is working with the
SMITHPAGE7
“Shi’s development puts more speed
on the field and anytime you do that
you put stress on the defense.”
Bentley added, “He’s still getting
everything down to play as fast as
he can but you can defi nitely see the
speed he has.”
Smit h played fast against high
s c h o o l c o m p e t it i o n a t Un i o n ,
rack ing up 22 touchdowns in his
fi nal two seasons despite playing in a
run-focused offense as a senior.
The 5-foot-10, 179-pounder was
considered the Palmetto State’s top
prospect by ESPN, but was rated

MAYRPAGE7
T he w i n mo v e d B e r s o n i nt o
fourth place on the NCAA Division
I all-time wins list. While Berson
is also the winningest active coach
in NCA A Division I men’s soccer,
Mayr said Berson’s positive attitude
is what initially made him commit to
the Gamecocks.
“Coach has been here for a lot
of years, like he’s been here for 40
years. He has a lot of experience and
does a good job,” Mayr said. “He’s a
really nice guy and he stays casual. If
you do something wrong, he’s going
to tell you what you did wrong and
not be like negative. He just tries to
make it better.”
M ay r, who wa s na med to t he
Conference USA A l l-Fresh ma n
Team, started all 20 matches in
2016. He led the team with 52 shots
and ranked second with 18 shots
on goal last season. According to
GamecocksOnline, his 2.60 shots
per game ranked fourth in C-USA.
“ Luc a’s a n e x plo sive pl ayer,”

9

second safety unit this fall.
Running back A.J. Turner lives in the
room next door to Charleston on campus
and said the two talk frequently. He said
Charleston is constantly seen working
out and attending meetings to learn more
about the game, making the scholarship
well-deserved.
“Being an unselfish player, he could’ve
very well could’ve been like ‘Hey coach,
I feel like I should go somewhere else.
You know, you’re changing my primary
position,’’’ Turner said. “He’s been a good
sport about it, and we’re just grateful to
have him.”
b elow f or mer Wa ndo s t a ndout
OrTre Smith by 247Sports. OrTre
enrolled at USC in January as the
more hyped prospect of the two, but
it’s been the smaller Smith making
big waves.
Before his signing in February,
Shi compared his game to that of
Samuel, saying that his 6-foot-4,
219-pound teammate OrTre plays
more like Edwards. Both Smiths
will have to compete for targets with
several offensive weapons, including
returning wide receiver Randrecous
Davis and tight end Hayden Hurst.
But it’s Shi who will get the fi rst shot
to prove himself as a true freshman.
Berson said. “He clearly makes some
things happen for us out there. With
some of the guys we have out right
now, t here’s a litt le more on his
shoulders . . . It was an overall group
effort, but clearly Luca provided a
lot of spark.”
This season, Mayr is one of three
ret u r n i ng st a r ters to t he tea m,
which has 14 newcomers, including
nine freshmen. Mayr said he worked
with the freshmen for two months
this summer and was impressed with
what he saw.
“It can be positive and negative.
The new g uys wa nt to play
s o o b v io u s l y w e h a v e a lo t o f
competition,” Mayr said. “I think
our depth this year is much better
and deeper so we can put in the new
guys at all times and just continue
playing on a high level.”
May r and t he Gamecock s w ill
look to spark a win streak in their
next match against Mercer at Stone
Stadium at 7 p.m. on Monday.
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Trump’s plan for Afghanistan neglects
long history of counter insurgency
During his campaig n for
president, as well as in his time as
a private citizen, Donald Trump
promised a swift end to the war in
Afghanistan.
In his own words: “Let’s get out
of Afghanistan. Our troops are
being killed by the Afghanis we
train and we waste billions there.
Dan Nelson Nonsense! Rebu ild t he USA .”
However, in recent days, Trump
Opinion Editor
has approved a policy that will put
yet more troops into the country.
Its purpose, ostensibly, is to stabilize the failing
Afghan government and to force the Taliban to
the negotiation table.
At the heart of this plan is the idea that simply
k illing t he enemy w ill ser ve as an ef fect ive
deterrent to continued resistance. Put simply,
“We are not nation-building again. We are killing
terrorists.” This perspective seems to make sense.
After all, the more enemy combatants that are
removed from the fight, the closer to victory we
will be. However, this view neglects the very long
and bloody history of counter insurgencies in the
20th century.
T h e U. S . g o v e r n m e nt d e f i n e s c o u nt e r

insurgencies as “comprehensive civilian and
military efforts taken to simultaneously defeat
and contain insurgency and address its root
causes.” However, throughout much of the US
and foreign experience in these confl icts, the idea
of addressing the root causes was often looked
over in favor of simply attempting to defeat the
enemy through conventional means. Instead of
engaging in a hearts and minds campaign, we
attempted to “search and destroy” the enemy.
Such a strategy has proved to be ineffective time
and time again.
The Algerian War of Independence was fought
between 1954 and 1962 and pitted France against
insurgents in its then colony of A lgeria. The
war was br utal, wit h bombings, tort ure and
massacres on both sides. However, the central
strategic mistake of the French was to place too
much reliance on the idea that just killing the
insurgents would bring an end to the conf lict.
“No matter how many insurgents are killed, if
the recruiting base is still active, it only serves
as a means of dealing with the problem but there
would be no end.” Essentially, killing insurgents
will not fi x why there are insurgents in the fi rst
place. Insurgent fighters can be replaced, the trust
and respect of the population cannot be.

The Vietnam War was another insurgency that
simply could not be won with the tactics utilized.
During the war, “The army used body counts to
evaluate success at all levels. On the basis of the
number of enemy killed, officers and units were
‘rewarded by promotions, medals, and time off
from field duty.’” This strategy proved wholly
ineffective in actually bringing about success
in Vietnam. While the numbers of enemy dead
were massive, they could always be replaced. The
fi xation on counting bodies rather than on fi xing
the systemic issues that led to the insurgency in
the fi rst place cost the U.S. the war.
Trump appears to want to apply this tactic of
simply engaging the enemy without any of the
more difficult (and expensive) reconstruction
and nation building that is needed to win the
hearts and minds of the people. This plan, like
with every other time this plan was utilized, will
fail to achieve significant results. Cutting down
one enemy will only result in more rising up to
take their place. This plan, while simple in its
execution, will only leave more American soldiers
in harm’s way and still fail to pacify Afghanistan.
History is not on the side of this administration’s
plan; they’d be wise to heed the failures of the
past.

Economic equality cannot make
up for rampant social inequality
I wrote in my
last colu m n t hat
policies support ing
the already wealthy
have a racial bias in
t he Un ited St ate s ,
whether the policies’
supporters mean to
be racist or not. But
that ignored one big
Thalia
follow up statement
Hobson
that a very vocal and
Senior Writer
a n noy ing subset of
liberals could really
stand to hear: economic justice does
not automatically lead to justice for
women, queer people and people of
color.
Let’s look at Australia for a second.
The country has less inequality than
the United States and a lot of policies
A merican liberals would admire.
They have very strict gun control,
a minimum wage over $15 an hour,
and universal healthcare.
They also have yet to legalize same
sex marriage and have a very sketchy
record on race, to put it mildly. That
came to the spotlight earlier this
year when Australian Prime Minister
M a lcol m Tu r nbu l l feuded w it h
American President Donald Trump
over who wanted to take in refugees
the least.
But it’s somehow worse than that
description implies. The refugees
in quest ion are current ly stored
in a detention camp in some other
countr y indef initely, because the

LETTER
TO THE
EDITOR
D a n Nel s o n a rg ue d v a l id
points about the unlikelihood of
war with North Korea. Nelson
accurately described the current
sit uat ion: K im Jong-un is no
madman — as the media loves
to swing. Furthermore, North
Korea is not firing missiles at
any country but the sea. Before
we decide on an irrational attack,
let’s f irst exam ine t he fact s:
an of fensive war w it h Nort h
Korea would result in massive
carnage and A merican lives.
The last time we went to war for
“weapons of mass destruction,”
things didn’t go so well. Shoot
fi rst and ask questions later is a
mantra that disregards the art
of war.

A u s t r a l i a n g over n ment do e s n’t American safety net was laid and the
even want them in prison camps on ability of the state to intervene on
the continent. They have a history workers’ behalf was greatly expanded.
of using those camps, which have A large portion of the infrastructure
long lists of alleged human rights t hat ex ists in A merica today was
violations stacked against them, to created as part of a massive public
hold ref ugees and migrants from works campaign. Roosevelt also stuck
Japa nese-A mer ica ns i nto pr ison
Asia.
And when the (non-white) island camps without trial and did virtually
nat ions a rou nd t hem have done not h i ng to combat ly nch i ngs or
something they didn’t like, Australia segregation in the South. And while
has been fast to storm their shores in he did fight the Nazis in Europe, he
a U.N. sanctioned “peacekeeping” did so with a segregated military.
T he p oi nt is , h istor ic a l ly it ’s
operation. “Stop the boats” has long
been the Australian equivalent of been very easy to help the common
“build that wall.” And then a senator white man and do nothing or worse
wore a burqa into parliament earlier to help people of color and other
this month as part of her effort to marginalized groups. So narrowing
the wealth and income gaps aren’t
ban them in the country.
The Soviet Union, probably the the all-powerful panacea for social
—Samuel Wollman, firstclosest the world has ever seen to ills that some American liberals like
year political science student
total socialism and maybe another to claim it is.
step, repressed it s
et h n ic m i nor it ies,
LETTER TO THE EDITOR REQUIREMENTS
wa s wel l-k now n for
it s queera nt agon ism
Letters to the editor must not exceed sources for any facts in question. Letters are
(opposition to LGBT
300 words. Students must include their edited for clarity, style and grammar.
p e o p le) a nd a nt ifull name, major and year. Faculty and staff
Email submissions to
Sem it ism, a nd wa s
must include their full name, position and
opinion@dailygamecock.com
accused of burdening
women with full time
department. Community members must
or mail them to
jobs a nd a l l of t he
include their full name and applicable job
The Daily Gamecock
domestic work.
title. Verifiable statements of fact must
1400 Greene Street
The Un ited St ates
include at least one source; if we cannot
Columbia, SC 29225
hasn’t been i m mu ne
verify a statement of fact, your letter will not
t o t he phe no me no n
be published until the writer implements
either. During FDR’s
necessary changes or provides reputable
ad m i n i s t r at io n , t he
fou ndat ion of t he
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HOUSING
2BD, 1-1/2 baths GREAT
duplex heart of Shandon.
Under renovation new
floors, countertops, vanity,
paint. Move in 9/1. Each
unit washer/dryer, central
air. Walking distance shops,
restaurants, market. Close to
USC, 5 points. Landlord takes
care of big backyard. No pets,
non smoker. Non-refundable
application $50: credit score,
background check.
Pictures coming soon.
meperretta@gmail.com,
C: 8034634314

EMPLOYMENT
Frankie’s Fun Park in
Columbia SC is hiring
Customer Service Reps
for Indoor and Outdoor
Attractions. Apply Online at
www.frankies..com or Email
mboyd@frankies.com

Kitchen And Servers
P/T Kitchen and Servers.
Weekday Lunchtime
availability a must. Apply in
person. Groucho’s Deli.
611 Harden Street @5 Points.
No phone calls.
Email mattd@grouchos.com
Host, server, bartender
We are looking for highly
motivated and energetic
college students to join
our hospitality team. No
experience required. Please
email your resume and
interest to: mw@miyos.com
or visit: www.miyos.com
to apply on line.
Email mw@miyos.com

Kennel Tech
Looking for hardworking
dependable part time help.
Must be able to work some
weekdays, weekends, and
holidays. Apply in person with
resume.
Dog Daze 1241 Veterans Road
695.0091
Pasta Fresca seeking HOST/
CASHIER & EXPERIENCED
SERVERS for evening/
weekend shifts. Apply in
person between 4pm - 6pm
daily at 4722 Forest Drive,
29206

Aries

Taurus

Discipline with
f i na nces get s repa id
at a high rate. Seeds
previously planted bear
fruit. Review and tweak
the plan. Harvest and
put up stores.

Gemini

Once you work out the
terms of a collaboration,
your part nership
le ap s to ne w le vel s .
Determ ine roles and
re sp on sibi l it ie s. Set
ground r ules and
visions.

Cancer

Yo u r e x e r c i s e a n d
hea lt h pr ac t ice s a re
paying off. Energy rises
with care and feeding.
Balance movement with
rest. Get out in nature
for inspiration.

601 Main Street

CAMPUS CHANNEL 4
sgtv.sc.edu

Recruiters Assistant (PT)
Independent Recruiter hiring
assistant to work in office
approx 15 hours per week.
Flexible hours. Just need
someone to help screen
resumes and schedule
interviews. Great opportunity
for HR/Business Majors.
Email jobs@gostaff.net

wusc.sc.edu

HOROSCOPES
Your adventure benefits
f rom orga n izat ion
a nd p l a n n i n g. Pa c k
as lightly as possible.
Consider your
destination and
activities. Don’t scrimp
on f unct ion. Carr y a
few high-performing
items.

See Yourself He
re.

PHD • JORGE CHAM

Leo

Enjoy simple pleasures
w it h dea r people,
especially the youngest
ones. Play games, and
eat homemade popcorn
and t reat s. Share
s t o r i e s . Te a c h a n d
learn.

Virgo

Home and family have
your attention. Listen
f o r w h at ’s d e s i r e d .
Adapt to domest ic
changes with grace and
creat iv it y. Consider
color and lighting for
ambiance.

Libra

A stor y you’ve been
sharing is gaining
traction. Luck favors
well-laid plans. Keep
sharing valuable
information and invite
participation. Expand
t he conversat ion.

Scorpio

Chop wood and carry
w a t e r, a s t h e Z e n
say i ng goes. Bu i ld
momentum with your
work and income.
Keep your customers
satisfied. Give thanks.

Sagittarius

Yo u ’r e s t r o n g a n d
g r o w i n g s t r o n g e r.
Fo l l o w a p e r s o n a l
dream. Fortune follows
the one who puts in the
time. Your influence is
on the rise.

Capricorn

Peacef u l set t i ng s
s o ot he y ou r s p i r it .
L i s t e n t o t r ic k l i n g
w at e r, b i r d s o n g o r
music. Light candles
and soak in hot water.
Indulge in your favorite
relaxing rituals.

Aquarius

Pull toget her for
com mon gain. Luck
follows intention and
action. Teamwork and
coordination provide
satisfying results. Share
a special moment with
your crew.

@thegamecock

Pisces

Edited by Rich Norris and Joyce Lewis

Craz y d rea ms seem
possible. Fresh
opportunities present
themselves. Look sharp
and take advantage of
a lucky situation. You
can do this. Fortune
f ol low s d i s c ipl i ne d
action.

$5.99
MONDAY
9” 3-Topping Pizza

8/28/17
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Solutions to today’s puzzle
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ACROSS
1 Plastering strip
5 Go here and
there
9 Performs a fullbody
scan on?
14 “Wonderfilled”
cookie
15 Arizona county or
its seat
16 Decoratively
patterned fabric
17 Exploit a situation
for personal
wealth
20 Decorator’s asset
21 Black & Decker
rival
22 Membership fees
23 Embarrassing
shirt-pocket stain
25 Range above
tenor
27 Textured
overhead interior
feature in some
homes
34 Soup aisle
container
35 Director Kazan
36 Walk-on role
37 Feels remorse
over
39 Sock away
42 Works on a seam
43 Identityconcealing
name
45 Yr.-end
consultants
47 “The fresh air is
delightful!”
48 Large final loan
remittance
52 iPod download
53 Tofu source
54 Dating from
57 Give the band a
hand
60 Brings in from the
field
64 Has little
significance ...
and to all intents
and purposes,
what the first
word of 17-, 27and 48-Across
does
67 German steel
town
68 “I’ve got the tab”
69 Like some art

class models
70 Places for laces
71 Call for
72 Shocked reaction
DOWN
1 Artist’s digs
2 Flooring
calculation
3 Drinks with
crumpets
4 Inside racetrack
info
5 Loaf in a deli
6 For you and me
7 Wild way to run
8 Hit song from
“Flashdance”
9 Extra NFL periods
10 Ski resort
transports
11 “In __ of gifts ... ”
12 Otherwise
13 Sinks out of sight,
as the sun
18 Therefore
19 Couture monthly
24 Beverage nut
26 Personal quirk
27 Former
“American
Idol” judge Abdul
28 Roger of NBC
News
29 Volcano edge
30 Antidiscrimination
org.
31 “In other words

... ”
32 Not experienced
in
33 “Golly!”
34 Clawed crawler
38 Like foods for a
low-sodium diet
40 Body wrap offerer
41 Comes out with
44 Not worth a __
46 Camper’s dessert
49 On a single
occasion
50 Willie of country
51 Watching closely
54 Golf rarities
55 Beauty pageant
band
56 Roughly

8/28/17

58 Celebrity chef
Burrell
59 Fleshy fruit
61 Isla surrounder
62 Advanced
degrees: Abbr.
63 Staircase unit
65 State Farm’s bus.
66 Exchange rings

11

12
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